S T R E TC H E R F R A M E S

M I R R O R E D O R W R A PA R O U N D E D G E S

Classic Frame: depth of frame: 1.8 cm
Museo Frame: depth of frame: 4.5 cm
There are two options for the image’s edges: with wraparound edges, the borders of the image extend around the
sides. This method is great for images that have a sufficient buffer of image material at the edges. On each side,
2.0 cm or 4.7 cm of image (depending on the stretcher frame’s depth + 2 mm) will be wrapped around the frame and will
no longer be visible from the front.
Mirrored edges are recommended for pictures that cannot afford to have any part of the picture be less visible.
On each side, the outer 2.0 cm or 4.7 cm are mirrored and printed at the edges before the canvas is wrapped.
By mirroring the outer areas of the picture on the sides of the canvas, we ensure your entire photo remains visible from
the front.
Classic 1.8 cm

Museo 4.5 cm

2.0 cm /
4.7 cm

Additional canvas of 2.0 cm or 4.7 cm
depending on the depth of the frame
is necessary to wrap the image
around the frame!

EXAMPLE: Final size of strecher frame (visible front size) = 1.000 x 1.000 mm
Classic Frame with wrapped around edges: Size of graphic = 1.040 x 1.040 mm + 3 mm bleed
Museo Frame with wrapped around edges: Size of graphic = 1.094 x 1.094 mm + 3 mm bleed
Wraparound eges: Please make sure that no essential elements or parts of the images are
placed in the additional canvas area!

= visible graphic size

= all over addition = 4.0 cm by a
Classic frame with wraparound edges
= all over addition = 9.4 cm by a
Museo frame with wraparound edges

Classic Frame with mirrored edges: Size of graphic = 1.000 x 1.000 mm + 3 mm bleed
Museo Frame with mirrored edges: Size of graphic = 1.000 x 1.000 mm + 3 mm bleed
Mirrored edges: Edges are automatically mirrored by us if you send images in the final visible
sizes. Otherwise - in the case you want plain, white edges - please let us know in advance!
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Wraparound Edges

Mirrored Edges

White Edges

Black Edges

Send your image file with
an allover addition of 4.0
cm (each side 2.0 cm per
Classic) or 9.4 cm (4.7 cm
each side per Museo) if you
like to order a stretcher
frame with wraparound
edges.

Edges are automatically
mirrored by us if you send
image files in the final
visible sizes. Otherwise - in
the case you want plain,
white edges - please let us
know in advance!

In the case you want plain,
white edges - please let us
know in advance! We will
make sure that the edges
will not be printed. It´s on
us - you don´t have to do
anything further!

In the case you want plain,
black edges - please let us
know in advance! We will
make sure that the edges
will be printed in black. It´s
on us - you don´t have to do
anything further!
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